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Ultraweak electron-phonon coupling strength in cubic boron arsenide
unveiled by ultrafast dynamics
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We report a time-resolved ultrafast quasiparticle dynamics investigation of cubic boron arsenide (c-BAs),
which is a recently discovered highly thermally conducting material. The excited-state ultrafast relaxation
channels dictated by the electron-phonon coupling (EPC), phonon-phonon scattering, and radiative electron-hole
recombination have been unambiguously identified, along with their typical interaction times. Significantly,
the EPC strength is obtained from the dynamics, with a value of λT2 = 0.008 (corresponding to λ〈�2〉 =
1.18 ± 0.08 ps–2), demonstrating an unusually weak coupling between the electrons and phonons. As a com-
parison, an ultraweak EPC strength for graphene is also expected. We propose that preserving an ultrasmall
EPC strength may be a prerequisite for exhibiting an ultrahigh thermal conductivity. Our investigation provides
insight for searching and designing ultrahigh thermal conductivity materials. Notably, during our analysis we
have generalized the fluence-dependence method for obtaining the EPC strength to room temperature, which
can be applied to many other types of quantum materials in the future.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Conventional high thermal conductivity materials mainly
include diamond [1,2], graphite [1,3], graphene [4], and
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) [5]. Both graphene and h-BN
only exhibit high thermal conductivity in the ab plane, which
to some extent limits their application for the next genera-
tion electronics devices. In 2013, first-principles calculation
results predicted that cubic boron arsenide (c-BAs) has an
ultrahigh thermal conductivity [6,7], which was experimen-
tally verified, with an isotropic high thermal conductivity of
1300 W m–1 K–1 [8–11]. The high thermal conductivity of c-
BAs was attributed to a large gap between its acoustic and
optical phonons, which limits the three-phonon scattering rate
[10]. To date, investigations have been mainly focused on the
phonon-phonon scattering in c-BAs. However, experimental
investigation on the electron-phonon coupling (EPC) of c-BAs
or other ultrahigh thermal conductivity materials is relatively
rarely reported. Here we carry out an ultrafast spectroscopy
investigation of a single-crystal c-BAs to directly detect its
EPC strength.

†Corresponding author: jmzhao@iphy.ac.cn
*Corresponding author: ejliang@zzu.edu.cn

Ultrafast time-resolved pump-probe spectroscopy provides
a direct way of experimentally obtaining the EPC strength
[12–15] in a quantum material. This is achieved through prob-
ing the nonequilibrium excited-state photocarrier dynamics.
Moreover, it is also an effective means to directly acquire the
ultrafast interaction time of other typical couplings between
elementary excitations, such as in electron-electron scatter-
ing [16] and phonon-phonon scattering [12,13,17,18]. Many
types of condensed matters can be investigated, such as
superconductors [12,13,17,19], topological materials [20–27],
correlated materials [18,28–31], two-dimensional materials
[32–36], and magnetic materials [37,38], as well as semi-
conductors [39,40]. Thus, ultrafast spectroscopy provides a
practical experimental means of discovering and distinguish-
ing the complex interactions and underlying mechanisms
behind many novel quantum behaviors—here the unusually
small EPC in a high thermal conductivity material.

In this work, we directly measure the electron-phonon in-
teraction, phonon-phonon scattering, and electron-hole (e-h)
recombination lifetimes in a c-BAs single crystal under
various temperatures, followed by a fluence-dependence in-
vestigation of the ultrafast dynamics. Based on these results,
we obtain its EPC strength to be λT2 = 0.008, which is
very small compared with most of the known materials.
We also estimate that the EPC strength in graphene is also
ultraweak.
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FIG. 1. (a) Ultrafast relaxation of photoexcited carriers in c-BAs
at room temperature. Red curve: fitting result according to Eq. (1).
Dashed curves: three composing components (purple: fast compo-
nent; orange: slow component; blue: slowest component). Left inset:
photograph of the sample. Right inset: schematic illustration of the
lattice structure. (b) Ultrafast relaxation process in the log-scale
presentation to reveal the three distinct relaxation channels. Red line:
guide to the eyes for the three exponential components, where Aslowest

and τslowest are for the slowest component, with Aslowest being identical
to A0 in the text.

II. EXPERIMENT

Our experimental setup is similar to that reported previ-
ously [12,13], in which ultrafast light pulses with 70 fs pulse
duration, 250 kHz repetition rate, and 800 nm central wave-
length are generated by a laser amplifier. The pump and probe
beams are in a near-normal incidence geometry. The wave-
length of the pump beam is converted to 400 nm to reduce
the interference and an autobalanced detector is employed to
enhance the signal to noise ratio. The c-BAs crystal was syn-
thesized using a chemical vapor transport method [9], whose
microscopic image is shown in the left inset of Fig. 1(a). It
has a zinc-blende face-centered cubic (fcc) crystal structure
in the F 4̄3m space group [right inset of Fig. 1(a)]. In this ex-
periment, the 1/e2 intensity laser spot diameters for the pump
and probe beams are 80 and 60 μm, respectively. The pump
and probe fluences are maintained at 318 and 28.3 μJ/cm2 in
the temperature-dependence experiment, respectively, and the

pump fluence varies from 47.8 to 318 μJ/cm2 in the fluence-
dependence experiment.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSES

Figure 1(a) illustrates the ultrafast photoexcited carrier
relaxation dynamics of c-BAs at 293 K. The differential re-
flectivity value �R/R0, which is proportional to the density of
photoexcited free carriers [12,13,17,19], rises to a maximum
near the so-called time zero (i.e., the time when the pump
and probe pulses overlap at the sample surface) and then
undergoes an ultrafast relaxation. The signal initially decays
quickly, then slowly, and finally reaches a constant value.
The ultrafast relaxation kinetics can be fitted by three compo-
nents of the ultrafast relaxation process, which are shown in
Fig. 1(a). The purple, orange, and blue dashed curves mark the
fast, slow, and slowest components, respectively. The result
presented in log scale is also shown in Fig. 1(b), which clearly
demonstrates that the ultrafast process is composed of three
relaxation components (marked by three lines), corresponding
to the fast, slow, and slowest components. We employ a con-
voluted exponential-decay function to quantitatively analyze
the quasiparticle (QP) dynamics as

�R/R0 = [Afaste
−t/τfast + Aslowe−t/τslow + A0]

⊗
{

1

τres
√

π
exp[−(t/τres )2]

}
, (1)

where Afast and Aslow are amplitudes, and τfast and τslow de-
note lifetimes. The slowest component has a lifetime order of
magnitude larger than those of the fast and slow components,
which can be described by a constant A0 (see the Appendixes).
The factor 1

τres
√

π
exp[−(t/τres )2] is a Gaussian response func-

tion depicting the finite temporal pulse duration. The fitted
result is shown as the solid curve in Fig. 1, which compares
well with our experimental data. We verify that, without the
third component, the combined fast and slow components
cannot fit the data well (see Appendix A).

The temperature-dependence results are shown in Fig. 2.
The normalized photoinduced �R/R0 is plotted in Fig. 2(a),
which varies prominently and steadily with increasing tem-
perature, without noticeable abrupt change. A color map of
the original �R/R0 data is displayed in Fig. 2(b), in which
warmer tones depict larger �R/R0 values, which is more
prominent at low temperatures. The inset to Fig. 2(b) shows
the temperature dependence of |�R/R0|max, which exhibits a
valley at T = 100 K. We note that the static reflectivity R0

remains constant with varying temperature (see Appendix B).
Hence the valley at 100 K, as well as the different behaviors
at T < 100 K and T > 100 K, are not due to R0. Rather, the
slowest component A0 monotonously decreases with increas-
ing temperature (see Appendix C), and in a later paragraph
we show that Afast and Aslow exhibit different temperature-
dependence behaviors. Thus, these factors jointly determine
the valley in |�R/R0|max. This is consistent with the absence
of reported phase transition around 100 K in this material.

The temperature-dependent fitting parameters Afast , τfast,
Aslow, τslow, and A0 are summarized in Fig. 3. Both the am-
plitudes Afast and Aslow have a common turning point at 100 K
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FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of the ultrafast dynamics.
(a) Normalized differential reflectivity at different temperatures.
Solid curves: fitting results based on Eq. (1). Note that the time step
in the first 10 ps is smaller than that after 10 ps. (b) Two-dimensional
color map of the QP dynamics. Inset: temperature dependence of
|�R/R0|max. Solid curve: guide for the eyes.

[see Fig. 3(a)]. However, as shown in Figs. 3(b) and 3(c), the
lifetimes τfast and τslow remain nearly constant over the entire
temperature range, except for experimental data fluctuations.
Following the convention, we attribute the fast component
to the EPC and the slow component to the phonon-phonon
scattering [12,13,17,41–43]. A brief figure illustration of the
different characteristic interaction timescales for various fun-
damental physical processes can be found in Ref. [41]. Note
that here the phonon-phonon scattering is mainly optical
phonon to acoustic phonon scattering [39], which is sharply
different from the phonon propagation and acoustic phonon to
acoustic phonon scattering in various heat diffusion processes.
The latter exhibits a much longer characteristic timescale
[44,45]. The nearly constant value of τfast (τe-phonon) indicates
a constant EPC strength, which is to be expected [12]. In
parallel, the relatively constant value of τslow (τphonon-phonon )
leads us to predict that c-BAs retains its high thermal conduc-
tivity value down to low temperatures, which awaits future
experimental verification.

To elucidate the entire relaxation processes including the
constant term A0, a schematic electronic band structure along
the X-Г direction [46] is shown in Fig. 3(d), along with
the interband excitation and subsequent intraband ultrafast
relaxation of the photoexcited carriers far above the Fermi
level. The pump beam excites electrons from the valence

band ground state to the conduction band excited state to pro-
duce photoexcited carriers. These photoexcited carriers then
exchange energy with the phonons through electron-phonon
interactions during the fast relaxation process. As a result,
the photoexcited carriers relax to lower energy states, grad-
ually reaching the bottom of the conduction band and the
defect states. During this process, phonon-phonon scattering
modulates the electron-phonon scattering, dictating the micro-
scopic quasiequilibrium between the electrons and phonons
[12,13,17,47,48].

The slowest component A0 is attributed to the slow radia-
tive recombination of electrons and holes (e-h). It has been
experimentally shown that c-BAs exhibits clear indirect gap
photoluminescence (PL) radiation at 1.3–1.8 eV [49] (see
Appendix D), which is mainly composed of recombination
of free electrons and holes. Our probe beam falls within the
energy range of the PL spectra. The photoexcited electrons
accumulate at the bottom of the energy bands, and then relax
to the defect states; the photogenerated holes also accumulate
at the top of the conduction band. These parallel processes
are followed by the radiative e-h recombination, which takes
a much longer time and causes the retardation before the sam-
ple resumes its equilibrium state. Apparently, this will lead
to a nonzero slowest component, which is clearly detected
[Fig. 1(b)]. To experimentally unambiguously elucidate this,
we explicitly investigate the correlation between the slowest
component amplitude A0 and the PL intensity at 1.55 eV,
which is presented in Fig. 3(e). As expected, A0 exhibits a
positive linear correlation to the PL intensity. This is because
both quantities decrease with increasing temperature (see
Appendix E). Similar slow (phonon-assisted) e-h recombi-
nation has also been observed in a semimetal WTe2 [50].
Because the PL process is an indirect band gap transition, it
takes a relatively longer time to realize the phonon-assisted
e-h recombination; in our experiment, we found that τslowest

(i.e., τe-hole) > 20 ns over the entire temperature range (see
Appendix F).

Significantly, we quantitatively investigate the EPC
strength by experimentally observing τfast. The EPC strength
λ is usually measured under a high fluence regime. It is
known [12,14] that in the high fluence regime 1/τfast =
3h̄λ〈�2〉/πkBTe, where Te is the temperature of the pho-
toexcited electrons (i.e., electrons at excited states far above
the Fermi level), λ is the EPC strength, � denotes the
phonon frequency, and kB and h̄ are the Boltzman and
Planck constants, respectively. From Ref. [12], it is known

that Te = 〈
√

T 2
L + 2(1−R)F

κv ls
e−z/ls〉, where TL is the lattice tem-

perature, R is the reflectivity, F is the pump fluence, kv

is the specific heat coefficient [κv = π2NcN (εF )k2
B/3, where

Nc is the number of cells in the active region and N (εF )
is the density of states of both spins per unit cell], ls is
the optical penetration depth, and z is the distance from
the sample surface. Thus, to obtain the value of the EPC
strength, the reflectivity, specific heat coefficient, and opti-
cal penetration depth values are all needed. To date, such
values have not been reported for c-BAs. However, this sit-
uation can be circumvented by using an approximation and
fitting the TL-dependence results. This is because we detect
a series of data points to fit only a few parameters. Making
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an approximation that the averaging effect in the expression
of Te is equivalent to an effective averaging factor e−z/ls ≡
ξ , for which 0 < ξ < 1 can be introduced, we have Te ≈√

T 2
L + 
F , where 
 = 2(1−R)ξ/κvls. Under the condition

of medium and high fluence regimes (i.e., T 2
L � 
F ), we

obtain

τfast = πkB

√

F

3h̄λ〈�2〉
(

1 + T 2
L

2
F

)
. (2)

Equation (2) extends the well-known relation 1/τfast =
3h̄λ〈�2〉/πkBTe by taking into account that τfast slightly varies
with increasing lattice temperature. Usually this variation is
small in many cases. However, by fitting the many data points,
one can circumvent the necessity of obtaining the aforemen-
tioned physical property parameters when determining the
EPC strength. Figure 3(b) shows a good fit of our experimen-
tal data by using Eq. (2) (solid curve), which yields an EPC
strength of λ〈�2〉 = 1.18 ± 0.08 ps–2 for our c-BAs sample.
Note that the experimental fluctuation (± 0.08 ps–2) is explic-
itly manifested by two dashed blue curves in Fig. 3(b), which
correspond to the maximum and minimum tolerable fitting
values of λ〈�2〉, respectively. A recent Raman spectroscopy
of c-BAs [8,10] revealed that the lowest lying optical phonon
mode exhibits a frequency of 700 cm–1, which is attributed
to a triply degenerate Г-point phonon mode of T2 symme-
try. It is a transverse optical phonon mode of the B atoms
[51]. Thus, the nominal EPC strength λT2 is obtained to be
λT2 = 0.007 ± 0.0005. In a later paragraph, we explain why
we consider a T2 mode optical phonon in estimating the value
of λ.

Furthermore, alternatively, the EPC strength is obtained
by measuring the fluence dependence of the dynamics. In
our previous work [21], we demonstrated that the fluence-
dependence method of obtaining λ is valid for the medium

fluence regime. Here, by reexamining its derivation, we make
a generalization that it also works well for high fluence
regimes. The model in Ref. [21] is for low temperature. In
this work, we generalize it to higher temperatures, including
room temperature.

Figure 4(a) shows the time-resolved QP relaxation scan-
ning curves at 293 K under various fluences. The inset of
Fig. 4(a) shows the fluence dependence of |�R/R0|max, which
exhibits a linear relation below 125 μJ/cm2. This indicates
that a slight thermal effect inaugurates when the pump flu-
ence exceeds 125 μJ/cm2. Note that the definition of medium
fluence regime fluctuates with different materials. In our pre-
vious study [21], the medium fluence regime was found to
be 10 μJ/cm2 < F < 1 μJ/cm2. In the current investigation
of c-BAs, based on the inset to Fig. 4(a), the medium (or
medium-high) fluence regime is around 48 μJ/cm2 < F <

125 μJ/cm2. At F > 125 μJ/cm2, saturation occurs due to
the laser heating of the sample, which makes it difficult to
go further to the higher fluence regime.

Figures 4(b)–4(e) illustrates the fluence-dependence values
of the fast and slow components, which are obtained by quan-
titatively analyzing the data using Eq. (1). Both amplitudes
Afast and Aslow increase with increasing fluence. In Fig. 4(c),
the lifetime τfast exhibits an overall positive correlation with
the pump fluence. A light purple background is used to mark
the medium and high fluence regime.

The essence of the medium fluence regime method
in Ref. [21] is that the second term in 1/τfast =
3h̄λ〈�2〉/πkBTe[1 − h̄2〈�4〉/12〈�2〉k2

BTeTL + · · ·] is not
omitted, accounting for the relatively not very high
Te [14,21]. In Ref. [21], it was derived that 1/τfast =

3λh̄2〈�3〉
πk2

BTe(Te−TL )
[ 1

eh̄〈�〉/kBTe −1 − 1
eh̄〈�〉/kBTL −1 ]. Because in Ref. [21]

TL � Te and Te–TL ≈ Te, the method developed there is only
valid for the low temperature case. To extend this equation
to the room temperature regime, Te is replaced with the
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expression Te ≈
√

T 2
L + 
F . Thus, we derive a new relation:

τfast =
πk2

B

√
T 2

L + 
F
(√

T 2
L + 
F − TL

)
3λh̄2〈�3〉[ 1

e
h̄〈�〉/(kB

√
T 2
L +
F )−1

− 1
eh̄〈�〉/(kBTL )−1

] . (3)

In Fig. 4(c), the fitting result using Eq. (3) (solid curve)
compares well with our τfast data, which yields an EPC
strength of λT2 = 0.008. This value is very close to the

value λT2 = 0.007 ± 0.0005 obtained above by fitting the TL-
dependence results. The fact that both analysis treatments
yield nearly identical EPC values fortifies the reliability of
our data analysis. In the following, we take λT2 = 0.008 as the
EPC strength. Figure 4(e) shows that the lifetime τslow remains
nearly constant, which indicates that the phonon-phonon scat-
tering rate does not change significantly with increasing pump
fluence. It is worth noting that the EPC strength we have
obtained for c-BAs is unusually small. For example, among
superconductors, the value of λ is usually 10–500 times larger,
ranging from 0.07 to 3.6 [12,13,52–55]. Similarly, the value of
λ in Weyl semimetals [21], carbon nanomaterials [56], two-
dimensional materials [57], and semiconductors [58] is also
—one to two orders of magnitude larger, typically ranging
from 0.11 to 0.89 (these are the common values and the exact
range must be larger).

IV. DISCUSSIONS

In this paragraph, we discuss why we consider a T2 mode
optical phonon in estimating the value of λ. It is known
that acoustic phonons are nonpolar and do not couple easily
with electrons. According to [59], in a solid without piezo-
electric effect and deformation potential, the polar coupling
between electrons and optical phonons can be very large
in ionic crystals. (Similar to c-BN, c-BAs has ionic crystal
characteristics due to the different electronegativity of the B
and As atoms.) Hence, the value λ〈�2〉 is mainly contributed
by the optical phonons, particularly the LO phonons [59].
From the phonon dispersion [51], the LO and TO modes T2

optical phonons have the smallest values of frequency among
all the OP modes. Thus, only considering the optical phonon
modes, we have the average value 〈�2〉 > 〈�2

T2
〉 ≡ �2

T2
. From

the above, we know λ = πkBTe/3h̄〈�2〉τfast = C/〈�2〉, where
τfast is detected in the experiment, Te is determined by the
sample and laser fluence, and C is a constant for the given ex-
perimental condition. If we denote the nominal EPC strength
corresponding to the T2 optical phonon mode as λT2 , we
have λT2 = C/〈�2

T2
〉 ≡ C/�2

T2
> C/〈�2〉 ≡ λ. Therefore, λT2

sets the maximum upper limit value for the value of λ (i.e.,
as a matter of fact, λ < λT2 ). Our investigation results show
that even the value of λT2 is ultrasmall. Thus λ must also
be ultrasmall. This means that electrons and phonons couple
extremely weakly in c-BAs, being weaker than any reported
materials to date.

We contemplate that this unusually small EPC strength is
a ubiquitous property for all known similar ultrahigh ther-
mal conductivity materials. Here, other than c-BAs, we also
examine pristine graphene, which is a prototypical ultrahigh

TABLE I. Thermal conductivity κ , frequency of the lowest energy optical phonon mode �; fast component lifetime τfast ; and EPC strength
λ of graphene, diamond, c-BAs, and BN.

Material κ (W m–1 K–1) � (cm–1) τfast (ps) λT2 or λG

Graphene 3000 [60] 1592 [62] 0.3–1 [61–63] <0.008 [This work]a

Diamond 2290 [64] 1333 [64] N/A N/A
c-BAs 1300 [8] 700 [8,10] 1 [This work] 0.008 [This work]
BN 940 [6] 1055 [65] N/A N/A

aEstimated to be of the same order as or smaller than that of c-BAs.
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thermal conductivity material with a thermal conductivity of
3000 W m–1 K–1 [60]. We carry out an analysis based on the
published experimental data to obtain the EPC of graphene.
Temperature dependence of ultrafast relaxation of an epitaxial
graphene sample on SiC substrate [61], fluence dependence
of ultrafast dynamics of a CVD grown graphene sample on
glass substrate [62], and room temperature ultrafast dynamics
of CVD grown graphene on h-BN and glass substrates [63]
have been reported. All these works report a fast lifetime of
graphene of 0.3–1 ps, which is 0.3–1 times the value of τfast for
c-BAs. As the substrates are different in these reported works,
this range of value may also apply for a pristine suspended
graphene. Meanwhile, it is well known that the lowest energy
optical phonon mode of graphene is 1591.6 cm–1 [62], which
is 2.27 times the value for c-BAs. Given this information, even
though the detailed experimental data, thermal and optical
parameters, and information regarding deconvolution and data
analysis are inaccessible, one can expect that the EPC of
graphene is of the same order as (more likely smaller than)
that of c-BAs. A smaller EPC value of graphene corresponds
to the fact that the thermal conductivity of graphene is higher
than that of c-BAs.

Furthermore, we summarize a few well-known high ther-
mal conductivity materials in Table I. A shared feature is that
all these materials exhibit a very high frequency for the lowest
energy optical phonon mode. We contemplate that ultraweak
EPC is a crucial universal characteristic for all ultrahigh ther-
mal conductivity materials. If that is true, our finding provides
an important clue for searching high thermal conductivity ma-
terials in the future: Only those materials with ultraweak EPC
strength are likely to preserve ultrahigh thermal conductivity.
So far, the mechanism underlying the ultrahigh thermal con-
ductivity of c-BAs has been attributed to the large gap between
its optical and acoustic phonons [8–10]. Suppose in a material
that has a strong EPC, it is unlikely that pure phonon-phonon
scattering dominates the thermal conductivity, because there
will be electronic “stickiness” to the phonons (see Appendix
G). If phonons in a solid are “dressed” by electrons (man-
ifested as having a significant EPC strength), it is unlikely
that this material’s thermal conductivity mechanism is purely
phonon-phonon scattering (see Appendix G). Hence, it is un-
likely that the material has a very high thermal conductivity, as
compared with those electronic thermal conductivity materi-
als. Thus, having an ultrasmall EPC strength may be required
for exhibiting an ultrahigh thermal conductivity.

V. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have experimentally obtained the EPC
strength for the highly thermally conducting semiconduc-
tor c-BAs through the ultrafast time-resolved QP dynamics.
We obtain the lifetimes for the electron-phonon interaction,
phonon-phonon scattering, and e-h recombination, namely,
τe-phonon = 1 ps, τphonon-phonon = 9 ps, and τe-hole > 20 ns. We
also predict that the high thermal conductivity remains down
to low temperatures. Significantly, we obtain the EPC strength
λT2 = 0.008 (corresponding to λ〈�2〉 = 1.18 ± 0.08 ps–2) for
c-BAs, which is a small value. We further estimate the EPC
value for graphene is at the same order or smaller than that of
c-BAs, which reveals a potential shared feature for ultrahigh

thermal conductivity materials. In addition, we have general-
ized the medium fluence regime method of obtaining λ from
low to room temperature, which is essential for a broad range
of quantum materials.
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APPENDIX A: FITTING RESULTS
OF THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

To distinctly observe the component composition of ex-
perimental data, we employed different component functions
to fit the experimental data. Figure 5 illustrates the three-
component and two-component function fitting results. The
fitting result (red curve in Fig. 1) from the three-component
function [Eq. (1)] compares well with our experimental data,
but the two-component function (blue curve in Fig. 5) does
not.
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FIG. 5. Ultrafast QP relaxation processes of c-BAs at room tem-
perature. Black circles: experimental data. The three-component (red
curve) and two-component (blue curve) function fitting results.
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FIG. 6. Temperature dependence of the static reflectivity R0.

APPENDIX B: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE STATIC REFLECTIVITY R0

Experimental data of the static reflectivity R0 was obtained
and is displayed in Fig. 6, which shows that it remains con-
stant with varying temperature.

APPENDIX C: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE SLOWEST COMPONENT A0

To investigate the temperature dependence of the ultrafast
QP relaxation dynamics, the behavior of the slowest compo-
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FIG. 7. Temperature dependence of the slowest component A0.

nent A0 was analyzed and is displayed in Fig. 7, which shows
that it monotonously declines with increasing temperature.

APPENDIX D: EVOLUTION OF THE
PHOTOLUMINESCENCE (PL) OF c-BAs

WITH VARYING TEMPERATURE

The PL spectra [44] decrease in intensity with increasing
temperature. The wavelengths of the pump and probe beams
are 400 and 800 nm, respectively. As a result, the pump photon
energy is 3.1 eV, while that of the probe remains 1.55 eV. In
Fig. 8, the probe photon energy is indicated by a red dashed
line.

APPENDIX E: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE PL INTENSITY AT 1.55 eV

We explicitly investigated the PL intensity with varying
temperature at 1.55 eV, and the results are shown in Fig. 9. The
PL intensity decreases with increasing temperature, which
reflects the thermal excitation of the loosely bound electrons
and holes (Ref. [44] in the main text).

APPENDIX F: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
OF THE LIFETIME τslowest

In our fitting function, Eq. (1) in the main text, the third
term A0 represents the slowest exponential-decay component,
but since its lifetime is an order of magnitude larger than that
for Afast and Aslow, we use a constant value instead. Thus,
Eq. (1) can be rewritten as follows:

�R/R0 = [Afaste
−t/τfast + Aslowe−t/τslow + Asloweste

−t/τslowest ]

⊗
{

1

τres
√

π
exp[−(t/τres )2]

}
, (F1)

where Afast, Aslow, and Aslowest are the amplitudes and
τfast, τslow, and τslowest denote the lifetimes. The factor

1
τres

√
π

exp[−(t/τres )2] is a Gaussian response function de-
picting the finite temporal pulse duration. The temperature-
dependent fitting parameter τslowest is displayed in Fig. 10,
which shows that τslowest > 20 ns over the entire temperature
range. Since the PL process is an indirect band gap radiative
transition, it takes at least 20 ns to realize the phonon-assisted
electron-hole recombination.
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FIG. 8. Evolution of PL of c-BAs as a function of temperature (a) from 17 to 212 K and (b) from 212 to 300 K [44]. Red dashed line:
probe photon energy of 1.55 eV. Data adapted from Ref. [44].

APPENDIX G: THE ROLE OF EPC IN DETERMINING
WHICH THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MECHANISM

DOMINATES

As known, there are at least two types of mechanisms
for thermal conduction, κtot = κe + κph + κother [66]. The fi-
nal outcome of the dominating mechanism depends on the
competition between the two mechanisms. Suppose in an in-
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FIG. 9. Temperature dependence of the PL intensity at 1.55 eV.
Data adapted from Ref. [44] in the main text.

sulator (or semiconductor) that has a strong electron-phonon
coupling (EPC), it will be unlikely that pure phonon-phonon
scattering dominates the thermal conductivity, because there
will be electronic “stickiness” to the phonons. If phonons
are “dressed” by electrons (manifested as having a significant
EPC strength), its thermal conductivity will be close to that of
the electronic thermal conductivity. Hence, it is unlikely that
the material has a very high thermal conductivity (Fig. 11).
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FIG. 10. Temperature dependence of the lifetime τslowest .
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FIG. 11. Schematic role of EPC in determining which thermally conducting mechanism dominates in an insulator or semiconductor.
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